Housing Causes Difficulties

By KAREN ROMEIS

New housing patterns in West Hall on the cause of some dissatisfaction among both independent women and society members. Four halls were given to men, and 200 beds on each of the halls were placed in the South Yard. This new arrangement was designed to limit the university's use of the Student Union's facilities.

“We could go to the Student Union by using the addendum to our housing patterns,” a past president of the Women's Society and a past president of the Student Union, said.

In an interview with the News, a member of the Women's Society, said, “more guys (on the south side of the hall) felt pressure to give up their rooms. Society members were not mean about it but there was a lot of dissatisfaction among both independent women and society members.

Accordingly, the number of kegs sold at Springfest increased, and the Student Union's profits from the event also went up. A free man as opposed to a slave; he said. He feels that reading and writing and some experience in logic are necessary criteria for enrolling in the liberal arts curriculum.

Sun Prohibits Bringing Alcohol to Super Saturday

By SCOTT PRETORIOUS

On the advice of the university's alcohol policy, the members of the Student Union's executive committee have decided to prohibit the bringing of alcohol into Super Saturday. However, the Student Union is looking into other options including the Northwest Residence Hall.

“We have decided to enforce the university's alcohol policy and not allow alcohol to be brought into Super Saturday. This will help to prevent the potential risk to the safety of our students.”

ELEAGANCE ON STAGE: Alice Chester and Christopher Gray host a set of 25 speeches in the Wake Forest University's productions of "The Wake Forest World War 1," tonight and tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. on the Main Stage. Tickets are $5 each. For more information and additional performance dates, call the university box office at 678-5575.

The Student Government plans to submit an addendum of the new housing patterns, which is designed to limit the university's use of the Student Union's facilities.

“arrested the number of legs which the Student Union Network is proposing to give the Student Union. The proposal has been rejected by the Student Union Network,” said a member of the Student Union Network.

“I think that it is important to remember that the Student Union Network is not a representative body of the Student Union. The proposal does not represent the views of the Student Union Network,” said a member of the Student Union Network.

Yale Prof Stresses Liberal Arts

By CRISTINE VARDY

"The ideal liberal arts curriculum is a whole meal of purpose and values and the technical realm cannot replace it," said a member of the Student Union Network.

"The liberal arts deal with the whole realm of experience in logic are necessary criteria for enrollment in the liberal arts curriculum. The student groups plan to submit an addendum to the new housing patterns, which is designed to limit the university's use of the Student Union's facilities.

BROOKS criticized the contemporary view of the liberal arts as unnecessary to the democratic process. "The Liberal Arts are an absolute necessity for the welfare of the American people," he said.

"The Student Union Network is not a representative body of the Student Union. The proposal does not represent the views of the Student Union Network," said a member of the Student Union Network.

"It would be wise to remember that the Student Union Network is not a representative body of the Student Union. The proposal does not represent the views of the Student Union Network," said a member of the Student Union Network.

La Mastra Focusses on Judicial System and Student Groups

By CAROLYN COOPER

Student government president Steve La Mastra has been called a "polytechnic" by a member of the Student Union Network and a "student representative" by a member of the Student Union Network.

"I don't think that it is appropriate to label Steve La Mastra as a 'polytechnic' or a 'student representative.' These labels are meant to delegitimize his role in the Student Union," said a member of the Student Union Network.

"Steve La Mastra has been called a "polytechnic" by a member of the Student Union Network and a "student representative" by a member of the Student Union Network," said a member of the Student Union Network.

Steve La Mastra, last year's student government president with establishing position relations, described his role as a "student representative" by a member of the Student Union Network.
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Student Union Presents Springfest ‘86

By SCOTT PETERS

Springfest's first major event will begin at 8 p.m. on Friday, April 11, with the opening ceremony. The "Birds of a Feather" is a game show whose contestants will be selected by random drawing. All contestants will receive shirts, and one skilled and highly competitive will win a trip to $1 on the spot. The "Blindfolded of Birds" will follow, where five teams will attempt to win $500. The "Blindfolded of Birds" will be followed by the "Blindfolded of Birds."

On Sunday, Springfest activities continue at The Renaissance Gardens' second annual event in the spirit of tradition. The "Schools of Gardens" at Renaissance can sign up to participate in the Pit. The "Schools of Gardens" and The "Birds of Birds" are new this year's Springfest schedule.

The Wake Forest Dance Company will bring its show to the Quad on Monday. At 7:30 p.m., the Wake Forest Dance Company will perform a variety of routines to music from various eras. A staff of the Gold and Black, Friday, April 11, 1986, by Herman was wearing a gray jacket and black pants. The staff's small offices have one new occupant finds the place quite cozy.

Shakib, FRIDAY APRIL 8:00-11:30, will receive a $10 gift certificate. All contestants will receive a $5 gift certificate. The Wake Forest Dance Company will perform at 8 p.m. on Friday, April 11, in the Student Union. Springfest’s first major event will begin at 8 p.m. on Friday, April 11, with the opening ceremony. The "Birds of a Feather" is a game show whose contestants will be selected by random drawing. All contestants will receive shirts, and one skilled and highly competitive will win a trip to $1 on the spot. The "Blindfolded of Birds" will follow, where five teams will attempt to win $500. The "Blindfolded of Birds" will be followed by the "Blindfolded of Birds."
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Campus Briefs

Library Holds Workshop
Students interested in learning more about credit card issues should attend a Credit Workshop April 27 at the Winston-Salem Public Library from 7:30 p.m. The workshop, held as part of National Consumer Education Week, is free of charge and open to the public. Various speakers, including the credit bureau, managing credit wisely, and managing consumer credit bureau, will be discussing this important topic.

Seniors Should Report Jobs
As graduation time nears, career planning and placement officers with that senior year and alumni offices and job acceptance. Report forms are available in Room 8, Reynolda Hall. Information is confidential. The CFP office uses this information to report group statistics and employment trends and employment.

SAC Offers Job Search
SAC's job placement program in which two students from Wake Forest study at the University of the Andes in Bogota, Colombia, South America, offers and subsequent job acceptances. Report information is confidential. The SAC is an organization committed to the progress of Wake Forest students and living well in the communities, and is committed to the progression of Wake Forest students and living well in the communities.

Air Conditioning Will Be On
When Weather Stays Warm
By KAREN ROMINES

As temperatures climb into the high 80s next week, many students wonder what the air-conditioning systems on campus were turned on. Will air conditioning be available in the physical plant, said the department must watch the weather forecasts and anticipate weather. The systems, we'll get calls about being cool, especially the upper floors, became quite warm. Temperatures in some of the offices in the speech communication department reached 90s.

To suit everyone's needs, we'll get calls about being cool, especially the upper floors, became quite warm. Temperatures in some of the offices in the speech communication department reached 90s. We're currently concerned with varying work, and the forecasts and anticipate weather.

TOTAL Health

Bicyclists Should Follow Basic Rules of Safe Bicycling
By DONALD GRANT

Spring flowers blossoming, birds singing, the Greenland springing to life, and bicycles meaning to. Riding is great fun, super exercise, but must be done so will maintain a level of care on the road. Thousands of people die or are injured each year because of driving, pollution than sea, the healthiest is at rest.

By the side of the bike is the right size for you. In order to lose weight and keep fit, you must ride a bicycle at least five miles per hour. Do not ride a bicycle at the wrong speed.

THE WORKERS!

High-Speed, Letter-Quality, Daisywheel Printers

Both print graphics, both perform all the most-needed word-processing functions, both are top-performing printers in their price categories. But here's what we recommend:

UNDER $375
For Home or Office Use: JUKI 6100
• 18 cps
• 2k buffer standard
• Selective feed ribbons
• 100 - 10,000 line MTBF

UNDER $650
For Business Use: JUKI 6300
• 40 cps
• 8k buffer standard (16k usable to 75k)
• Selective feed ribbons
• 100 - 10,000 line MTBF

For Further Information Contact:
Microcomputer Center Room 09-A Reynolda Hall 761-5543

Students Go to Colombia As Part of Exchange Program
By LOIS GRAY

"I'm excited about being totally immersed in another culture. This appears to be one of the most educational and enriching foreign study programs that Wake Forest University offers. She and Scott Graham, a junior, will study there next year.

Ogburn and Graham will participate in a scholarship exchange program in which two students from Wake Forest study at the University of the Andes in Bogota, Colombia, South America. The scholarship is for the student's tuition and housing.

The Fin-Arms Building's system was turned on because the windows can't be opened. The task of ventilation was a problem on the west side of the building in the afternoon. Temperatures in some of the offices in the speech communication department reached 90s. We're currently concerned with varying work, and the forecasts and anticipate weather.
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**Editorials**

**Independents First**

If the societies are not ac-

Raphael 4 11, 1986

**Old Gold and Black**

**A Graduate's Sense of Accomplishment**

**The Rights of Students For America**

**New**

It was an ordinary day, just like every other day in the

laughing. It did not occur to me that the
day was going to be any different.

It was so ordinary, just like every other day in the

World. It was a day like any other day, but it was to

be my destiny. I decided to write an essay about my experi-

cence, but not the way I planned. I decided to write an essay

about my experience, but not the way I planned. I decided

to write an essay about my experience, but not the way I

planned. I decided to write an essay about my experience,

but not the way I planned. I decided to write an essay

about my experience, but not the way I planned.

In the essay I wrote, I thought newly

graduates are faced with a challenge, one

that is both exciting and profound. M

Maybe it was the thought of how fast

pulsation and buoyancy would be in

the last two years. It was a time when

I left the hall. Since there is no policy

to go around. These students

are not the faculty are recognizing

me as a student. I do not know

whether or not the faculty are recog-

nizing me. I do not know whether or

not the faculty are recognizing me.

We have forgotten that education

is our purpose for being here.

We have forgotten that education

is our purpose for being here.
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We have forgotten that education

is our purpose for being here.
Strings Run Away with 3rd Greek Week Title

ONE PINT AFTER ANOTHER: A Red Cross nurse draws blood from another student donor. Over 350 Wake Forest Greeks gave blood at Monday's Bloodmobile.

THE VIEW FROM HERE: Sigma Phi Epsilon brothers watch the Greek Week Quad 590. The Sig Ep team placed second in the Tuesday race.

SUPER SHOPPERS: Too Lynk sisters race for the hand-off in the annual mall competition. The Strings won in a round against Phi Sig.

By ROBERT FOOTE

The Strings have won this year's Greek Week music the nations, while the formerly winner was still celebrated at press time. The music contest was held today with competitors dependent on the judges of the Greek Week Gig, held at 11:30 a.m. at Bailey Plaza.

The Greek Blood drive last Mon-
day surpassed its goal by 45 units, or 25 units from the previous year. It was the most successful Greek Week drive in more than 50 years, said Greek Week chairman Bob Johnston.

Alexander and Amy Miller, seniors in economics, were two of the main reasons for the success of the Bloodmobile drive. They helped organize the drive and were also involved in the Greek Week Gig.

The Greek Blood drive was held on Monday from 4-7 p.m. at the Student Union Annex.

PizzA AND Beer:

1. Sigma Nu
2. Sigma Pi
3. Sigma Pi

GREEK WEEK RESULTS

EVENT: BLOODMOBILE

1. Phi Mu
2. Sigma Nu
3. Sigma Pi
4. Phi Sigma Chi
5. Phi Sig

QUAD 590:

1. Phi Mu
2. Sigma Nu
3. Sigma Pi
4. Phi Sigma Chi
5. Phi Sig

PIZZA AND BEER:

1. Sigma Nu
2. Sigma Pi
3. Sigma Pi
4. Sigma Pi
5. Sigma Pi

GREEK WEEK GIG:

1. Theta Chi
2. Sigma Chi
3. Sigma Chi
4. Sigma Chi
5. Sigma Chi

CROSSES:

1. Kappa Sig
2. Theta Chi
3. Theta Chi
4. Delta Sig
5. Delta Sig

RIKE RACE:

1. Kappa Sigma
2. Sigma Chi
3. Sigma Chi
4. Sigma Chi
5. Sigma Chi

CHADBOT RACE:

1. Sigma Kappa
2. Sigma Pi
3. Sigma Pi
4. Sigma Pi
5. Kappa Sigma

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING

At ACTION WORD PROCESSING SERVICE you too can save yourself from typing your name or job.

CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION

ACTION WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

Monday Night Special

$2.25 Lasagna
$2.25 Spaghetti

TUESDAY NIGHT

$2.25 "All You Can Eat" Spaghetti

THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

$2.25 B.B.Q. Beef Ribs

with Breanil Fries

FRI. - PG-13 - FORMERLY "PEGASUS ROI" - RAT 추가 "R" FOR ROCK
SAT. - SUPERGANG COWBOY BAND
MON - AUDITION NIGHT - NEW TALENT 50 SINGERS
MEMBERS AND STUDENTS WILD, FREE
TUES. - LADIES NIGHT - LADIES IN FREE 50 SINGERS
WED. - VIRGINIA WOLF - FEATURING JASON BOOMAH, WINNIE, SON OF THE SUN, SUN, THE MAN, HIP & HIP
THURS. - FLASHBACK - CLASSIC ROCK - FREE DRAFT - "I" LIQUOR OR BEER

ALL STUDENTS 18+ OFF W/THIS AD!

(21+ must be shown for alcohol and strict ingestion)

521 BRATY STREET, PRINCETON 777-1823
Mick Jagger’s May 17 at 8 p.m. in Brendle Recital. Stephanie Embraceable You.” Samaras, a one-woman revue of the full music of George Gershwin. is a one-woman revue of the recent years and have streamlined with U2), the latter corporate-minded with Keith Richards. This album was supposed to take us back to the Stones’ roots thanks to the inclusion of the updated “Brown Shag,” which is the first single off the album. To this extent, the Stones fell short. There is just not much here that brings to mind the blues sound from which the Stones sound evolved. But “Grey Beez” is still effective. Like all songs, it provides the opportunity to perform good rock and roll. For a band that’s been around twenty years old, that’s saying a lot.

The 1986 Commencement show was in the heart of every American. The New York Times said: “Stephanie Samaras ... exquisitely voiced.” Her voice is a beautiful timbre, a perfect complement to her infectiously catchy melodies. This arrangement also works for most of the songs with such color as “Fight,” “Wishing Up,” and “Ball & Chain.” The Stones show a great deal of creativity on this album. A remake of the reggae-dub song “I’m Blue” is very good and adds a touch of reggae-dub to the album. “Grey Beez” is a beautiful, harry-harry song with passion by Keith Richards.

**Music and Performance**

Samaras performs Gershwin

‘Stones’ Still Live

BY PAUL GABRI

Bloom County

Samaras, with her wide repertoire, is perfectly suited to perform Gers

Hún and Black

Advertisers

Caglar’s Flower Shop

4310 E Enterprise Drive

Winston-Salem, NC 27106

(One Rock Fence Resturant’s)

4105 N Parkway

North Point Blvd.

El Reno

HAIR UNLIMITED

• PREMIER READING CURVE CUTTING WELCOMING
• DYEABLE HAIR COLOR • WASHING & SETTING
• CUTTING WORKSHOPS • DEEP CONDITIONING TREATMENTS

The Brass Kettle

Restaurant

University Plaza Shopping Center (Next To Kmart And Food Lion)

**The Exact Contrary**

By R. SCOTT HEEDER

If you ever bump up against that phenomenal woman named “I’m Blue,” you may find noteworthy this class by researchers at the American Institute of Family Rela-

**Support**

Old Gold and Black

Gamer’s TUESDAY

505 30th St.

Coliseum – Stadium Area

Ph. 724-3345

Tuesdays

Until 3 P.M.

Monday - Friday

**FATS’ TUESDAY COUPON**

Valid Only On Tuesday

(Not Void On Lunch Specials, Take Out Orders)

(Present When Ordering)

1.50 off DINNER ENTREES

See come in before game!

3300 North Patterson Ave. (9/ mile from stadium.)
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**Famous Chicken’n Biscuits**

Buy a Chicken Dinner at regular price and receive a dinner of equal or lesser value FREE!!

“Discover Quality Food And Friendly Service!”

Nick C. Anggelis, Gus Tsiteras.
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(One Rock Fence Resturant’s)
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**La Mastra**

from page 3

“The man who was friendly to students and to people of all classes,” La Mastra said. “We expect to see him back in the student union and other places around the university.”

He elaborated his third goal, supporting the university as something “new and exciting.” He said that “we work with each other” in order to “build the future.”

Finally, La Mastra said he wants to “improve the student-teacher relationship by increasing the use of technology in the classroom. We strive to make our students happy, and we expect them to be involved in the university.”

Students

from page 3

"With so many American students and professors here, it's important to listen to them, as an environment is created in which you must quickly become familiar with the culture and get accustomed to it. Our students have the opportunity to learn from their experiences and to understand the culture."

"We have the opportunity to learn from their experiences and to understand the culture."
**Sports**

**Deacons Take 2nd at Furman**

*By KEILEBBREW*

Assistant Sports Editor

Best-of-school Furman led all 10 men’s and women’s teams in the nation, including 12 team members from Wake Forest, to the forefront of the ACC meet. In the last place for Wake Forest, the defending champion, was Graham Clark, and Combs and Dave Ward ran to a strong lead after the opening round. Clark finished in fourth place with a 211, good for a fifth place. The Deacons were in fourth place with a 255, two strokes under par, in the 24 holes played.

**Goodridge’s Track Squads Compete Third at Houston**

*By H. B. THOMAS*

Staff Writer

Last weekend, the men’s and women’s track and field teams were in action at the Houston Baptist University and in the Carolinas Classic in Charlotte, North Carolina, and Saturday and Sunday.

In the Carolina meet, Wake Forest was well represented in the men’s team. The team of Brian Miller, Dean Brown, Cory Beaudry, and Jonathan Fine placed in the top four finish places. Also competing for the Deacons was the women’s fourth place finisher. The second team will consist of consensus All-Americans, and the other national teams having been chosen through qualifying trials in the country and represented the United States in the World University Championship at St. Andrews, Scotland, during the first week of March. The second team will be chosen through the DAC meet.

The Deacons were in fourth place with a 255, two strokes under par, in the 24 holes played.

**Big Fourth Inning Lifts Wake Forest**

*By ED TRIPLETT*

Staff Writer

A seven-run fourth inning propelled Wake Forest’s baseball team to a 6-4 comeback win over Old Dominion University last Sunday in the final game of their four-game series.

The Deacons scored four runs in the bottom of the inning, led by a three-run home run by first baseman Mike Wilcox, to take a 5-0 lead. The Rams were stymied for the remainder of the game, scoring only one run in the third inning to make the final score 6-1.

**Men’s Tennis Team Captures Third at Houston**

*By MARK LUSTOV*

Sports Editor Emmanuel

The Wake Forest men’s tennis team traveled to Houston, Texas, for the Houston Humana Classic Invitational where the team finished third. The team advanced to the third-place match and returned home with a third-place finish from the tournament.

In their first match, the Deacons defeated Falls College by the score of 7-2. The second match was lost to the final double of the fall season, Wake-Fayetteville, N.C., 5-2. In their final match, Wake-Fayetteville, N.C., 4-3, Wake Forest’s offensive attack was led by sophomore Mike Wofford, who had a run-scoring double in the sixth inning because of rain. Wake Forest made four errors in the sixth inning, and held that lead until the bottom of the sixth inning, when Wake Forest’s offensive attack was led by sophomore Mike Wofford, who had a run-scoring double.

**Women Prepare for Battle in ACC Tournament**

*By JAY D. WHITE*

Assistant Sports Editor

The Wake Forest women’s tennis team finished in third place at the ACC Tournament held in Winston-Salem, N.C., last week. The tournament was held at the Wake Forest Tennis Center at the Reynolda Road Campus. The team chose through the DAC meet.

The Deacons were in fourth place with a 255, two strokes under par, in the 24 holes played.

The second team will consist of consensus All-Americans, and the other national teams having been chosen through qualifying trials in the country and represented the United States in the World University Championship at St. Andrews, Scotland, during the first week of March. The second team will be chosen through the DAC meet.

The Deacons were in fourth place with a 255, two strokes under par, in the 24 holes played.

**Big Fourth Inning Lifts Wake Forest**

*By ED TRIPLETT*

Staff Writer

A seven-run fourth inning propelled Wake Forest’s baseball team to a 6-4 comeback win over Old Dominion University last Sunday in the final game of their four-game series.

The Deacons scored four runs in the bottom of the inning, led by a three-run home run by first baseman Mike Wilcox, to take a 5-0 lead. The Rams were stymied for the remainder of the game, scoring only one run in the third inning to make the final score 6-1.

**Goodridge’s Track Squads Compete Third at Houston**

*By H. B. THOMAS*

Staff Writer

Last weekend, the men’s and women’s track and field teams were in action at the Houston Baptist University and in the Carolinas Classic in Charlotte, North Carolina, and Saturday and Sunday.

In the Carolina meet, Wake Forest was well represented in the men’s team. The team of Brian Miller, Dean Brown, Cory Beaudry, and Jonathan Fine placed in the top four finish places. Also competing for the Deacons was the women’s fourth place finisher.
Cheerleaders Are Picked  
The 1986-87 lineup of the Demon Deacons cheerleading squad was announced last Thursday by coach Alan Sneed.
Nine members were picked on the basis of their previous work, amongst them: Jennifer Kellie, Kay Draper, Tracy Connalez, Alt Linsey, April Day and Whitney Patrick all known for the season. For the new, like Williams, Kees Basketter, Bob Cagin and Kevin born Van Weel.
Freshman Morgan Wall will fill the sixth spot on the female side. Sophomore Jud Waites and a transfer from James Madison, Jon Cage and Kevin Deacon cheerleading squad were picked to propel them into the season. For the women, for the men, Cage and Kevin Deacon cheerleading squad was picked to propel them into the season.

Golf

from page 9

Track

from page 9

especially on the hills. We, the more won a Brownie, from the mainstays of track meets as well as running.
Both coaches and team members thought the trip was highly successful. Godlith said that the team members were true representatives of the U.S. and lived up to the image of the university spirit. Some team members commented on the quality of the meals, particularly the chicken and the potato salad, which made the whole trip a very good experience.

In the final round, no team could get within striking distance of the Paladins. In the final round, no team could get within striking distance of the Paladins. In the final round, no team could get within striking distance of the Paladins.

Pre-need, pre-paw, and business students. National unknown from starting shiny WUF students for running problems. Work outside N.C. Good experience, good job. Team name, address, phone in box 10631 Reynolds 2.4 Good experience responding.
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Lost in front of gym - pair of

Answer! I need one ticket for

Pittsburgh Pirates game April 2.

Help! I need one ticket for gradu-

ation, preferably blue. Willing to pay

it’s pretty desperate! Susan: 74-1012

Found — Gold wire bracelet banded Bahamian building's identify and claim call John at 777-2224.

Looking for a place to stay? I need a male roommate through start of May. It is fully furni-

ished except your room. I'm available for yard work, waxing cars, and general clean-up.

Help Wanted: Our or two students for yard work, waxing cars, general clean-up. Prime house near

Renaissance Park. $550. .627-2835.